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Abstract

A synchronous speech study investigates effects on pause duration of prosodic phrases of different length. The goal is to examine local and distant effects of prosodic phrase length on pause duration. Subjects read 24 English sentences varying along the parameters: a) length in syllables (long or short) of the intonation phrase immediately following a target pause and b) length in syllables (long or short) of the second, more distant, intonation phrase following the pause. We find both local and global effects of phrase length on pause duration, indicating that speakers have a large lookahead in speech production, mediated by prosodic structure.

1. Introduction

The occurrence and strength of prosodic boundaries, as manifested in pause duration, is systematically influenced by several factors, such as discourse structure [1-3], syntactic structure [4-12], prosodic structure [13-17], phrase length [8, 16-22], and speech rate [20, 23-26], to name the most prominent. Individual differences between speakers also play a large, though poorly understood, role in determining prosodic boundaries.

The syntactic, prosodic, and phrase length effects have mainly been examined for phrases immediately preceding and following a boundary. Greater complexity and length of these phrases have been found to lead to longer pause duration [4, 7-22], though there seem to be interactions between length and syntactic and prosodic structure [8, 16]. The observed post-boundary effects have been attributed to speech planning. It is thought that as the structural complexity of the upcoming, post-boundary phrase increases, the speaker needs more time to plan this more complex structure. As a consequence, the pause duration, during which speakers plan the upcoming phrase, increases [8, 18, 12, 4]. The same principle applies to phonological length, where longer upcoming phrases lead to longer pauses [8, 16-22].

While pause duration effects of phrases immediately adjacent to the boundary are well recognized, the effects of phrases at a distance have not been examined in detail, despite indications that phrases further away from a specific boundary might influence the production and perception of that boundary [27-31]. Frazier, Clifton and Carlson [31] found that the naturalness in prosodic boundary production (as judged by listeners) depends not just on the strength of a specific boundary but also on the strength of surrounding boundaries. Similarly, research has shown that listeners’ interpretation of boundary strength depends on the boundary strength of surrounding boundaries [27-30]. These studies indicate that speakers’ production and listeners’ interpretation are guided by both local and global properties of prosodic structure.

Studies investigating speech planning have also found evidence of distant effects. Studies at the word and phrasal level indicate that speakers plan more than one structural unit at a time [32, 16, 17]. Griffin [32] finds that in two-word sequences, speakers adjust the time of speech onset to allow enough time for the two word sequence to be produced fluently, taking into account both the first and the second word in the upcoming two word sequence. Krivokapic [16, 17] finds that speakers have a lookahead of at least one Intonation Phrase. Such effects, observed in phrasal planning, might well be the cause of the above mentioned effects between distant boundaries [27-31].

Given distant effects of prosodic structure and the fact that speakers plan more than one structural unit at a time, the question arises as to how different properties of phrases at a distance will affect a given boundary, and what this tells us about the architecture of speech processing.

The goal of the present study is to examine local and distant effects of prosodic phrase length on prosodic boundary strength (as instantiated in pause duration). An experiment is presented that investigates the effects on pause duration of post-boundary prosodic phrases (Intonation Phrases) of different length, both immediately at the target boundary and further away from it. The larger motivation of the study is to illuminate the speech planning processes, in particular to understand the incrementality in the production of prosodic structure (i.e., how far ahead speakers plan an utterance) and the role of prosodic structure in the planning process.

2. Methods

2.1. Stimuli

After the target boundary, all the sentences consisted of two Intonation Phrases (IP), varying along the following parameters: a) post-boundary length in syllables (short or long) of the intonation phrase immediately following a target pause and b) post-boundary length (short or long) in syllables of the second, more distant, intonation phrase following the pause. This yields 4 conditions (2 first IP x 2 second IP). There were six sentences for each condition (24 sentences), and twelve repetitions of each sentence, yielding a total of 288 sentences. The sentences were randomized in blocks of 24. Note that it was not possible to systematically vary phrase length while keeping overall post-boundary length constant. In order to keep the overall length of the post-boundary phrase partially constant, the duration of the second phrase varied, depending on whether the first phrase was 2 or 4 syllables. Thus if the first phrase was 2 syllables, the short second phrase was 10 syllables, and the long second phrase was 16 syllables. If the first phrase was 4 syllables, the short second phrase was 8 syllables, and the long second phrase was 14. The post-boundary conditions are given in Table 1. Since the focus was on planning effects, the pre-boundary sentence was always the same, to eliminate pre-boundary effects (“Bob was buying books for Sam”).
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### Table 1. The four experimental conditions. ‘#’ marks the target boundary. The comma separates the two IPs (as verified in the ToBI transcription).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Post-boundary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short first phrase, short second phrase (2 + 10 syllables)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Zack sang, claiming that this would help him choose the books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Mike slept, although he knew Bob wanted him to help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Rob came, but did not want to help him with the task.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sadly, Tom joined him for the shopping adventure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Later, he would be selling books from a large shelf.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Nice books, he was murmuring to himself sadly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long first phrase, short second phrase (4 + 8 syllables)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Zack sang loudly, claiming that this would be helpful.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Mike slept soundly, although he knew that Bob needed him.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Rob came with him, but did not want to help at all.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sadly, enough, Tom joined him for the adventure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Later that day, he would be selling red books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Nice books for kids, he was murmuring to himself.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long first phrase, long second phrase (2 + 16 syllables)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Zack sang, claiming that this would help him choose the best children’s book in the store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Mike slept, although he knew that Bob wanted him to help with choosing the books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Rob came, but did not want to help with the tricky task of buying the books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sadly, Tom joined him for the expensive shopping adventures in the mall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Later, he would be selling yellowish books from a large shelf in the store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Nice books, he was quietly murmuring to himself the entire day.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Long first phrase, short second phrase (4 + 14 syllables)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td># Zack sang loudly, claiming that this would help him choose the best book in the store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Mike slept soundly, although he knew that Bob wanted him to help with the books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Rob came with him, but did not want to help with the task of buying the books.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Sadly, enough, Tom joined him for the exciting adventure in the mall.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Later today, he would be selling red books from a large shelf in the store.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># Nice books for kids, he was sadly murmuring to himself throughout the day.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on earlier phrase length studies, we predict that pause duration will vary with first IP length. Further, based on the word level effects observed in Griffin [32], we predict that pause duration will vary with second IP length. In both cases, long phrases are expected to lead to a longer pause than short phrases, as more syllables need to be processed.

### 2.2. The synchronous speech method

To reduce variability in production, the experiment was conducted using the synchronous reading paradigm [33-36, 21]. In this paradigm, two speakers (a dyad) are seated facing each other, and they read sentences together, simultaneously, starting at the prompt of the experimenter. This method has been found to reduce variability in pause placement and pause duration without introducing artificial temporal properties into speech [33-36, 21]. In a study examining changes in proportional durations between synchronous and solo speech, Cummins [35] shows that the relative duration of phrases, boundaries, syllable onsets, stressed and unstressed syllables and stressed vowels does not change using this paradigm relative to solo read speech, but the variability is reduced for boundary duration and phrase duration in the synchronous condition. Zvonik and Cummins [21] further find that in both solo and synchronous speech speakers pause longest following the longest phrase. Together, these studies indicate that synchronous speech does not change fundamental properties of speech timing. The distinct advantage of the synchronous speech paradigm is that the reduction in variability in pause placement and duration facilitates comparisons across speakers and examination of effects of prosodic structure, as these will be less obscured by individual variation.

### 2.3. Subjects and Recordings

Fourteen subjects (7 dyads) read the sentences. The subjects were undergraduates. They were naïve as to the purpose of the study, and they were paid for their participation. The two subjects of a dyad were seated facing each other. Before the recording, they familiarized themselves with the sentences. Once familiar with them, the subjects were asked to read the sentences aloud, at the prompt of the experimenter, together with their co-speaker, as if reading a story to someone. In cases of errors, they were asked to read the sentence again. Errors were rare.

Subjects were recorded on a DAT recorder, using two Shure head mounted unidirectional microphones. The recordings were made at a 44,100 Hz sampling rate. These recordings were transferred to a PC onto the right and left channels of a stereo file at a sampling rate of 22,050Hz.

### 2.4. Measurements

In order to verify that the intended prosody was used by the subjects—that is, to verify whether they produced the two Intonation Phrases intended to be elicited by the stimuli—the author examined the recordings using the ToBI conventions for prosodic transcription [37]. Post-boundary phrases were examined for whether they contained two Intonation Phrases, and the pre-boundary phrase was examined to make sure it was produced as one Intonation Phrase. Intonation Phrase boundaries were identified by phrase accent, final lengthening, and a boundary tone. All the sentences were produced as intended. Of the 4032 sentences produced by the 14 speakers, 6 were excluded due to experimental error.

Pause duration was measured from the end of voicing for the nasal stop closure (pause onset) to the beginning of voicing or friction for the phrase-initial segment (pause end), depending on what the first post-boundary segment was.

In a large number of data points (52%), subjects were breathing at the target boundary. These sentences were kept in the analysis, following Grosjean & Collins [38] finding that breathing and non-breathing pauses show the same pattern. In addition, separate statistical analyses of the data showed that excluding the breathing data from the analysis or excluding the non-breathing data from the analysis did not change the overall pattern of results (see below for more details).

### 2.5. Statistical Analysis

For each sentence token, the dependent variable of pause duration was the average pause duration of the two speakers of each dyad. In order to pool the data across dyads, the averaged pause durations were converted to z-scores (calculated for each dyad separately). A two-factor ANOVA was performed on these data for each dyad separately and for the pooled data, testing the main effect and interaction of the two factors: 1) length of the first post-boundary IP (with the two levels: short
and long) and 2) length of the second post-boundary IP (with the two levels: short and long). Significance was set at \( p < 0.05 \).

### 3. Results

The results for the individual dyads were not significant, but the differences in means all go in the same direction, and the z-score durations for all dyads were pooled for further analysis. The results show an effect of both the first and the second post-boundary phrase (first post-boundary IP: \( F(1, 4022) = 12.069, p = .0005 \); second post-boundary IP: \( F(1, 4022) = 13.117, p = .0003 \)). As predicted, in each case, longer phrases led to longer pauses. The results are shown in Figure 1. There was also a significant interaction (\( F(1, 4022) = 7.222, p = .0072 \)) showing that when both the first and the second post-boundary phrase were long, this lead to larger increase in pause duration than in other cases (Figure 2). Table 2 shows the pause duration means (in z-scores) for the first and second post-boundary phrases. Note that a lower z-score means shorter pause duration.

![Figure 1: Main effects of phrase length. A lower z-score means shorter pause duration.](image1)

![Figure 2: Interaction of first and second phrase effects. A lower z-score means shorter pause duration.](image2)

Similar results were obtained in the no-breathing and in the breathing subset of the data, which are reported here for completeness only. For the no-breathing subset, the pooled results show, as in the complete data set, for both the first and the second post-boundary phrase a significant effect, such that longer phrases lead to longer pre-boundary pauses (first post-boundary IP: \( F(1, 1918) = 6.677, p = .0098 \); second post-boundary IP: \( F(1, 1918) = 11.493, p = .0007 \)) and no interaction effects. For the breathing only data, there was a significant interaction effect only \( (F(1, 2100) = 5.240, p = .0222) \), with the same direction of the interaction effect as for the complete data set. The means for the first and second post-boundary phrase for the breathing subset, the non-breathing subset, and the complete data show overall the same pattern (see Table 2).

### 4. Discussion

The results show that both the first and the second post-boundary phrase have an effect on pause duration. The longer first and the longer second phrase lead to longer pauses. Thus both local and more distant prosodic phrases have an effect on pause duration.

In terms of speech planning, the results of this study lend support to the idea that speech is planned quite far ahead. Speakers plan to some extent not just the first, but also the second phrase, adjusting speech onset to the planning needs of the first and second phrase in an utterance. Note that the findings do not mean that speakers, before they start articulating, have planned the full upcoming phrase. It does however mean that they have at least to a certain extent planned the two Intonation Phrases, probably only roughly (see [39] for a prosodic planning model that allows for such a process). The full phrases then presumably are planned out in more detail as the speaker proceeds with the utterance. Exactly how much a speaker plans ahead is likely to some extent speaker-dependent (see [40]). The results of the breathing subset of the data also might be interpreted in this light: there, the only effect observed was the interaction effect. Possibly, it is only when both the first and the second phrase were long, that the length effects combine to become noticeable—in other cases the planning of the post-boundary phrase could be accommodated during the long breathing time.

In the literature it is generally agreed that speech planning is incremental, meaning that different levels of speech processing occur at the same time (e.g., a speaker is at the same time planning speech and producing speech, rather than that the speaker first plans all aspect of speech and then produces the sentence). It is less clear however how long the planned stretch of speech is. Wheeldon and Lahiri [41] and Levelt and colleagues [42, 43] argue that the basic unit of planning is one phonological word at a time, with the possibility of planning longer stretches of time under certain circumstances. On the other hand, based on their findings, Griffin [32] and Ferreira & Swets [44] argue for a larger lookahead. Ferreira and Swets [44] argue that speech does not have to be strictly incremental, i.e., that incrementality is a strategy, not an architectural part of the processing mechanism. The presented findings lend support to the latter theories. Speakers can plan longer stretches of speech (two IPs in this case), and do not have to plan only the minimal amount.

Finally, while this study has not manipulated prosodic phrasing, the fact that the length of individual prosodic phrases has an effect on pause duration provides some evidence that prosodic structure is a relevant factor in speech planning processes (see also [13, 14] for such arguments), compatible with the notion of prosodic phrases as planning units [16, 17].

### 5. Conclusions

The effect of immediately adjacent prosodic phrases and phrases further away from the boundary was examined. Prosodic phrase length has an effect on boundary strength (as...
instantiated in pause duration) both locally and globally. Speakers plan their production at least two IPs ahead, supporting the idea that speech production is not architecturally (strongly) incremental, but can be planned quite far ahead. The results of the study offer further support for the role of prosodic structure in speech planning.
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